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The electronic band structure and the charge density distribution are theoretically studied in rhombohedral and

monoclinic selenium, rhombohedral and orthorhombic sulphur with the aim to classify types of chemical bonding

in molecular crystals of chalcogens. It is found that valence s - and lower in energy p-electrons contribute mainly in

covalent bonds between nearest neighboring atoms in ring-shaped molecules, while all types of valence p-electrons
provide bonding between rings of atoms in crystals. Parameters of critical points and the character of the charge

density distribution in their vicinity point to coexistence of a number of types of chemical bonding in molecular

crystals of Se and S: covalent, semimetallic and one more type, characterizing by the charge density fluctuations.

Van der Waals forces, being important for finding equilibrium lattice parameters, have little impact on the charge

density distribution and on the chemical bonding in crystals of chalcogens.
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1. Introduction

Chalcogenes (S, Se, Te) and their compounds — semi-

conductor chalcogenides — are used in electronics, optics,

radiation detection devices, in various types of computer

memory, in power engineering, as well as in medicine,

biology and many other areas of practical applications [1].
In recent years, much attention has been attracted by

the unusual properties of the electronic band structure

of trigonal Se and Te [2–7], due to the chiral symmetry

(absence of spatial inversion and mirror-rotating axes) of

their crystal lattice (spatial groups P3121 or P3221 [8]), the
atoms in which are arranged in parallel screw chains forming

a hexagonal structure [9,10]. The electronic structure of Te

and Se is of significant interest for explaining the transport

properties of efficient thermoelectrics [11]. The need to

improve the parameters of Li-S, Na-S and K-S batteries

aroused interest in the electronic properties of orthorhombic

modification of sulfur α-S [12].
Trigonal Se and Te are not molecular crystals in the

generally accepted understanding of this term, since there

are no ring-shaped or any other closed molecular structures

in their crystal lattice. But their electronic structure and

features in the charge density distribution are important for

understanding the properties of Se and S molecular crystals.

There is a wide range of opinions on the nature of the

chemical bond in chalcogen crystals, as well as on the

participation of valence s - and p-electrons in the formation

of the bond between the elements of the crystal structure.

In early studies [13–15], which used Pauling’s ideas [16]

about valence bonds, resonant bonding and about lone-pair

electrons, a number of statements were made: 1) valence

s -electrons can be ignored when considering the nature

of the chemical bond in trigonal Se and Te, since their

energies are significantly deeper compared to the energies

of valence p-electrons (in contrast to sp3 hybridization of

s - and p-electrons in Ge and Si), 2) the states of valence

p-electrons can be divided into two groups — the low-lying

p-electrons that provide a covalent bond between the nearest

neighboring atoms in the screw chains, and the overlying

p-electrons of the lone pair that do not participate in the

formation of bonds between atoms, 3) each atom in the

chain is covalently bound to the two atoms closest to it

of the same chains, while the bond with four atoms in

neighboring chains of trigonal Se and Te has a resonant

and Van der Waals character. But the latter statement was

not accompanied by any estimates of the Van der Waals

forces in Se and Te.

The empirical pseudopotential method and tight-binding

models were used to calculate the electronic band structure

and charge density distribution in trigonal Se and Te [17].
Based on the analysis of the charge density distribution

in [17], a number of conclusions were made: 1) the covalent

bond between neighboring atoms of spiral chains is due to

the contribution of low-energy valence s - and p-electrons,
2) valence p-electrons with energies in the range from −3.5

to −2.2 eV are responsible for the connection between the

spiral chains. The type of this bond was named as covalently

similar (covalentlike), but significantly weaker compared to
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the covalent bond between atoms in chains. The charge

density distribution of the p-electrons of an unshared pair

in [17] was not considered. The electronic band structure of

trigonal Se and Te in [17] was calculated in a non-relativistic

approximation, and the Van der Waals forces were not taken

into account.

In the study [18], the essential role of valence s -electrons
in the formation of bonds between neighboring atoms in

the helical chains of the trigonal crystal structure Te was

revealed. In agreement with the results of the article [17],
in the study [18] it was shown that valence p-electrons are

responsible for the bond between atoms, both in chains and

between neighboring chains. But in [18] it was noted that

due to the overlap of the zones of valence p-electrons in

the trigonal Te, splitting them into two parts — binding

and electrons of an lone pair — is possible only with a

big error. In the article by the authors of [19] it was

shown that, unlike trigonal Te, trigonal Se has underlying

zones of valence pl-electrons located in the energy range

from −6 eV to −3 eV, practically do not overlap with the

overlying zones of p-electrons (from −3 to 0 eV). This made

it possible to determine the partial contributions of valence

s -, pl- and pu-electrons to the charge density of ρb saddle

critical points of the bond type (bond critical points, BCPs)
in the charge density distribution in trigonal Se. It turned out

that valence s - and pl-electrons make the main contribution

to ρbBCPs of the first type covalently binding the nearest

neighboring atoms of helical chains, while valence pl- and

pu-electrons define ρbBCPs of the second type, connecting

the atoms of the helical chain with the atoms of the four

neighboring helical chains closest to it. The similarity of the

parameters of BCPs of the second type in trigonal Se and

Te with the parameters of similar BCPs in the semimetallic

Sb, as well as the similarity of the nature of the charge

density distribution in the vicinity of these BCPs allowed us

to conclude that two types of chemical bonds in trigonal

Se and Te — covalent and semimetallic [18,19] coexist.

It was also shown in [19] that Van der Waals forces in

trigonal Se and Te have little effect on the BCPs’ parameters

that determine the nature of the chemical bond in these

crystals.

The electronic band structure of trigonal Se and Te was

calculated in [19] using the WIEN2k [20,21] computer

software package. As an exchange potential, the modified

by Tran and Blaha [22] exchange potential of Becke and

Johnson (mBJ) was used. Short-range correlations were

taken into account in the local density approximation

(LDA). In [19], theoretical values of the energy gaps for

trigonal Se and Te were obtained, close to experimental

ones, and the structure of the upper valence bands and

lower bands of conduction electrons, essential for explaining

the topological properties of the electronic structure of

trigonal Se and Te [2–7], was correctly reproduced.

Given the great attention to the properties of two-

dimensional [23] and layered [24] inorganic molecular

crystals in connection with the potential possibilities of their

practical use, it was of interest to carry out calculations

and analysis of the electronic band structure of molecular

chalcogen crystals, also having a layered character of the

crystal structure. From the known allotropic modifications

of molecular chalcogen crystals, the most stable at normal

pressure rhombohedral modifications Se6 [25] and S6 [26],
monoclinic α-Se8 [27] and orthorhombic α-S8 [28], were

selected for calculations, the structural units of which

are, respectively, six-branched and eight-branched molecules

from Se and S atoms. Under normal conditions, Te has

only one known type of equilibrium crystal structure —
trigonal [10], which, as noted above, does not apply to

molecular crystals. In this paper, both similarities and

differences in the electronic structure and types of chemical

bonds realized in molecular crystals Se and S and in

trigonal Se and Te are noted.

2. Calculation methods

The results described in this article were obtained using

a complex of computer programs WIEN2k [20,21] used

to calculate the electronic band structure of rhombohedral

Se and S, monoclinic α-Se, orthorhombic α-S, as well as

to find the charge density distribution ρ(r) in the crystal

lattices of the chalcogens mentioned above. One of the most

difficult problems of applying the density functional theory

(DFT) to study physical properties is the proper choice of

the exchange-correlation functional. The main results of

this paper are obtained using the modified by Tran and

Blaha [22] Becke and Johnson exchange potential (mBJ),
which gives the values of energy gaps in semiconductors

and oxides close to the experimental [29]. Short-range

correlations were taken into account in the local density

approximation (LDA). Calculations of the electronic band

structure were carried out both with experimental values of

crystal lattice parameters and with optimized lattice param-

eters. The exchange-correlation PBE functional (Perdew–
Burke–Ernzerhof [30]) was used to optimize the crystal

structure. The PBE functional is based on the Generalized

Gradient Approximation (GGA) and is the second most

complex functional out of a number of exchange-correlation

functionals [31,32] used in DFT.

To identify the contribution of Van der Waals forces

to the formation of chemical bonds in molecular chalco-

gen crystals, the nonlocal exchange-correlation functional

rev-vdW-DF2 proposed by Hamada [33] was used. This

functional has been tested on a large number of substances

and has been recommended for use by [34], as giving

the smallest error when calculating binding energies and

optimizing the parameters of crystal structures.

For valence states, relativistic effects were taken into

account by means of the variational method using spin-orbit

interaction. The states of the core electrons were calculated

by complete relativistic method [20]. To achieve the required

accuracy, the following parameters were used: expansion in

l-orbital momentum inside atomic spheres was carried out

to the values of lmax = 10, the largest values of the wave
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vector kmax used for expansion by plane waves were found

using the product Rmtkmax, equal to 6.5 and 8.5 for S and Se,

respectively, where Rmt represents the radius of the atomic

sphere. The total number of points in the Brillouin zone was

taken to be 5000. The convergence criterion of the iterative

calculation procedure for the total energy was 10−5 Ry.

To find critical points in the charge density distribution

ρ(r), the program CRITIC2 [35] was used, developed for

topological analysis of scalar fields in periodic lattices based

on the method
”
Quantum Theory of atoms in molecules“

(QTAIM) [36–38]. The classification of critical points in

the charge density distribution and their use for analyzing

the nature of the chemical bond in crystals were described

in detail in our papers [18,19]. As a result, we only

briefly note that in the following presentation, the following

BCPs [39] parameters will be used to classify the types of

chemical bonds in chalcogen crystals: the eigenvalues λi

Hesse matrix (matrix of the second derivatives of the

charge density in coordinates), i.e. the main values

of the curvature of Hesse matrix, the Laplacian of the

charge density ∇2ρb, the value of the charge density ρb,

as well as two dimensionless parameters — flatness f
(flatness, the ratio of the minimum charge density in the

critical a point of type cage ρmin
c to the maximum charge

density in BCPs ρmax
b , which characterizes the uniformity

of the charge density distribution in the crystal) and the

molecularity

µ = (ρmax
b − ρmin

b )/ρmax
b , ∇2ρmax

b · ∇2ρmin
b < 0.

3. Results

3.1. Density of energy states (DOS) and energy
gap in chalcogen crystals at normal pressure

All chalcogen atoms have the same type of valence

electron s2p4 configuration. Partial densities of energy

states (DOS) for valence s - and p-electrons in rhombohedral

and monoclinic Se, as well as in rhombohedral and or-

thorhombic S, calculated with experimental values of crystal

lattice parameters, are shown in Fig. 1. For comparison,

Fig. 1 also shows the previously found [18,19] DOS for

trigonal Te and Se.

We note the most significant features of DOS in Fig. 1.

The zones of s -electrons in rhombohedral Se and S,

monoclinic α-Se and orthorhombic α-S are divided into

several narrow subzones. Their number for these molecular

crystals is exactly equal to the number of eigenvalues for

the states of s -electrons in six- and eight-atom molecules

Se and S (respectively, four and five) calculated in the

articles [40–42] using the method of quantum chemistry

CNDO/S (the method of Complete Neglect of Differential

Overlap for Spectroscopy). In all allotropic modifications

of Se, the upper zones of valence pu-electrons, which in

early works [14,17] were called p-electrons of the lone

pair, are separated from the low-lying zones of pl-electrons,
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Figure 1. Partial DOS for valence s - and p-electrons in chalcogen

crystals.

with respect to which it was believed that they were

involved in a chemical bond. At the same time, there is

a noticeable overlap in the zones of valence p-electrons
in the trigonal Te. In rhombohedral S, the zones of

valence p-electrons are divided into four subzones, and on

the DOS of orthorhombic α-S, five subzones of valence

p-electrons are visible. The positions and intensities of the

DOS maxima for s - and p-electrons in Fig. 1 are in qual-

itative agreement with the features of experimental X-ray

photoelectron spectra (XPS) and ultraviolet photoelectron

spectra (UPS) for trigonal Te [43,44], trigonal, rhombo-

hedral and monoclinic α-Se [40–43] and for orthorhombic

α-S [40,42].

The values of the calculated energy gaps presented in

Table 1 are in good agreement with the experimental

data for chalcogen crystals. We could not find published

experimental data for the energy gap in the rhombohedral S,

so the calculated value of 2.9 eV may be a guideline for

experiments.
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Table 1. Calculated and experimental energy gaps in chalcogen crystals

Calculated
The experimental

Substance
energy gap, eV

energy Source

gap at 300K, eV

Te, 0.2 0.323 [45]
trigonal

Se, 1.45 1.6 [46]
trigonal

Se, 1.75 1.9 [47]
rhombohedral

α-Se, 2.0 2.1 [48]
monoclinic

S, 2.9

rhombohedral

α-S, 3.0 2.9 [49]
orthorhombic

Table 2. Characteristics of BCPs in crystals of trigonal Te and Se, as well as rhombohedral Se and S

Substance, Type N
d, Å |λ1,2|/λ3

∇2ρb ρb
η s , % p1, % pu, % f , % µ

spatial group positions BCPs e/Å5 e/Å3

Te, trigonal 3b 2 2.835 0.58 −0.32 0.44 0.67 34 66 3.0 0.69

P3121 or P3221 6c 4 3.495 0.24 0.63 0.14 0.24 20 80

Se, trigonal 3b 2 2.373 0.82 −1.72 0.69 0.74 41 46 13 1.5 0.87

P3121 or P3221 6c 4 3.436 0.19 0.74 0.09 0.10 16 44 40

Se, rhombohedral 6 f 2 2.356 0.87 −2.00 0.72 0.74 41 49 10 0.9 0.95

R3̄ 6 f 2 3.414 0.18 0.76 0.10 0.10 17 50 33

3e 1 3.466 0.15 0.64 0.07 0.06 20 64 16

6 f 2 3.964 0.14 0.35 0.04 0.03 10 39 51

S, rhombohedral 6 f 2 2.057 2.20 −8.30 1.17 0.89 50 40 10 0.7 0.97

R3̄ 6 f 2 3.501 0.14 0.61 0.06 0.05 16 51 33

3d 1 3.749 0.10 0.53 0.05 0.04 12 38 50

3e 1 3.526 0.14 0.52 0.04 0.03 18 65 17

6 f 2 3.850 0.13 0.37 0.03 0.03 11 35 54

3.2. Characteristics of the bond critical points

and charge density distribution

in rhombohedral Se and S

The parameters of bond-type critical points (BCPs)
in the charge density distribution in crystals of trigonal

Se and Te, as well as in rhombohedral Se and S are

presented in Table 2. In particular, Table 2 shows: the

spatial group describing the symmetry of the crystal, the

positions of high symmetry (Wyckoff positions) occupied

by BCPs in the crystal structure, the number of each

type of BCPs for nonequivalent atoms in the unit cell

(N BCPs), interatomic distances d between bound atoms,

calculated Bader characteristics [36–39] of BCPs (ratio
of principal eigenvalues of the Hesse matrix |λ1,2|/λ3,
laplacian value ∇2ρb, charge density ρb), values of the

electron localization function (ELF) [50] in BCPs η(rb),

contributions of s -electrons, low-lying pl- and overlying

pu-electrons in ρb, flatness f and molecularity µ. For

trigonal Te, due to the overlap of the low-lying and overlying

zones of valence p-electrons (see Fig. 1), Table 2 shows only

the total contribution of p-electrons to ρb . The intervals

of the low-lying pl and overlying pu zones of valence

p-electrons were approximately determined (see Fig. 1) for

the trigonal Se from −6 to −3 eV and from −3 eV to 0,

and for rhombohedral Se and S from −6 to −2 eV and

from −2 eV to 0, respectively.

In the unit cell of trigonal Te and Se, as well as

rhombohedral Se and S, there is only one type of positions

for nonequivalent atoms [9,10,25,26]. The total number of

BCPs of all types per atom in the formula unit, Nat, for

trigonal Te and Se coincides with the number of valence

electrons in atoms and is equal to six, while for less

Physics of the Solid State, 2022, Vol. 64, No. 12
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Figure 2. Contributions of valence s - and p-electrons to the charge density distribution (e/Å3) in BCPs areas for rhombohedral Se: a —
s -electrons, b —p-electrons, c — low-lying pl -electrons, d — overlying pu-electrons.

symmetric rhombohedral Se and S Nat is equal to seven

and eight, respectively.

It follows from Table 2 that trigonal Te and Se have

two types of BCPs with significantly different Bader pa-

rameters [18,19]. Valence s - and low-lying pl-electrons

contribute approximately equally to ρb of the first type BCPs

in trigonal Se, while low-lying pl- and upper pu-electrons

provide the main contribution to ρb of the second BCPs

type [19]. In the rhombohedral Se, the values of the Bader

parameters of the first two BCPs are close to the values of

the parameters of the two BCPs in the trigonal Se. The

contributions of valence s - and p-electrons in ρb of the first

and second types of BCPs in rhombohedral Se are also

similar to the corresponding contributions in trigonal Se.

The partial contributions of valence s - and p-electrons to the

charge density distribution in BCPs areas in rhombohedral

Se are shown in Fig. 2.

The plane of Fig. 2 coincides with the base plane (a, b) of
the unit cell of the rhombohedral Se in the hexagonal axes.

6 BCPs of the first type are located in this plane. They pro-

vide a bond between Se atoms in a six-branched ring. Three

of these six Se atoms with coordinates (0.042, 0.202, 0.120),

Physics of the Solid State, 2022, Vol. 64, No. 12
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Table 3. Averaged BCPs characteristics for crystals of monoclinic α-Se and orthorhombic α-S

Substance, Type
d, Å |λ1,2|/λ3 ∇2ρb , e/Å5 ρb , e/Å3 η f , % µ Nat

spatial group positions

α-Se, monoclinic 4e 2.34 0.91 −2.27 0.75 0.70 0.6 0.98 NSe1 = 8

P121/n1 4e 3.63 0.16 0.56 0.06 0.06 NSe2 = 7

2d 3.83 0.16 0.46 0.05 0.05 NSe3 = 7

4e 3.87 0.13 0.42 0.04 0.04 NSe4 = 8

2c 4.27 0.11 0.21 0.02 0.02 NSe5 = 8

2b 4.27 0.07 0.17 0.01 0.01 NSe6 = 6

4e 4.49 0.06 0.17 0.01 0.01 NSe7 = 9

NSe8 = 8

α-S, orthorhombic 16g 2.04 3.62 −8.39 1.16 0.81 0.3 0.99 NS1 = 7

Fddd 32h 2.05 3.43 −8.25 1.16 0.81 NS2 = 9

16 f 3.38 0.16 0.69 0.06 0.05 NS3 = 8

16e 3.41 0.16 0.65 0.06 0.04 NS4 = 9

32h 3.71 0.14 0.42 0.04 0.02

16 f 3.77 0.14 0.36 0.03 0.02

32h 3.86 0.14 0.33 0.03 0.02

16c 4.03 0.13 0.27 0.02 0.02

16g 4.12 0.12 0.22 0.02 0.01

16d 4.38 0.09 0.11 0.01 0.01

(−0.202,−0.160, 0.120), (0.160,−0.042, 0.120) are above

the base plane, and the other three atoms of

the Se ring with coordinates (−0.042,−0.202,−0.120),
(0.202, 0.160,−0.120), (−0.160, 0.042,−0.120) located be-

low the base plane [25]. In addition to the Se atoms

forming the central ring, six other Se atoms are visible

in the plane of Fig. 2, which belong to neighboring

six-branched rings. Three of them are located above

the base plane and have coordinates (0.625, 0.131, 0.213),
(0.869, 0.494, 0.213), (0.506, 0.375, 0.213). The other three

atoms are located below the base plane and have

coordinates (0.375, 0.869,−0.213), (0.131, 0.506,−0.213),
(0.494, 0.625,−0.213). BCPs of the second type, providing

connections between six-branched rings in a rhombohedral

Se, are located in planes spaced from the base plane

by ±0.059c . They are located between the Se atoms of the

central ring and the Se atoms of neighboring rings located

in planes with the coordinate z equal to ±0.213c . BCPs

of the third type are located in the base plane between

Se atoms localized in planes spaced from the base plane

by ±0.213c . The surroundings of BCPs of the first, second

and third types are clearly visible in Fig. 2. BCPs of the

fourth type for rhombohedral Se with a minimum value of

ρb = 0.035 e/Å3 do not fall into the plane of Fig. 2.

The BCPs characteristics in crystals of monoclinic α-Se

and orthorhombic α-S averaged over groups of BCPs

with the same symmetry of positions in the crystal and

close interatomic distances are presented in Table 3. The

contributions of valence s - and p-electrons to the charge

density of ρb in BCPs are not presented in Table 3

due to similarity with the corresponding contributions for

rhombohedral Se and S in Table 2.

It should be noted that in crystals of monoclinic α-Se

there are eight types of positions for Se atoms [27],
and in orthorhombic α-S — four types of positions for

S atoms [28]. The last column of Table 3 shows the

numbers Nat of BCPs for each position of nonequivalent

atoms in the unit cell of the crystal. In total, in the

crystals α-Se and α-S, the CRITIC2 program found 32 and

18 types of BCPs, respectively. Some of these types of

BCPs, having the same symmetry and similar parameters,

we have combined into groups according to the type of

symmetry.

From the Table 2 and 3 it follows that in trigonal Te

and Se there are two types of BCPs with significantly

different Bader characteristics, while in molecular crystals of

allotropic modifications of Se and S with a less symmetrical

crystal structure there are significantly more types of BCPs.

It is also significant that in less symmetric allotropic

modifications of Se and S Nat exceeds the number of

valence s - and p-electrons in atoms. A similar feature was

previously found in bismuth and antimony chalcogenides

with a low symmetry of the crystal structure [51].

3.3. Estimation of the influence of Van der Waals
forces on BCPs characteristics
in rhombohedral Se

To identify the influence of Van der Waals forces on the

charge density distribution in rhombohedral Se, calculations

of the electronic band structure were performed using the

WIEN2k software package and the exchange-correlation

functional rev-vdW-DF2 [33] recommended in [34]. For

comparison, the exchange-correlation PBE functional [30]
was also used in calculations. To complete the picture,
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Table 4. Characteristics of BCPs in rhombohedral Se

Lattice parameters Exc a , Å c, Å Position type d, Å |λ1,2|/λ3 ∇2ρb , e/Å5 ρb , e/Å3 f , % µ

Experimental PBE 11.362 4.429 6 f 2.356 0.56 −0.50 0.68 1.4 0.94

6 f 3.414 0.18 0.68 0.10

3e 3.466 0.16 0.60 0.07

6 f 3.964 0.14 0.33 0.04

rev-vdW-DF2 11.362 4.429 6 f 2.356 0.56 −0.46 0.68 1.5 0.94

6 f 3.414 0.18 0.69 0.10

3e 3.466 0.16 0.61 0.07

6 f 3.964 0.14 0.33 0.04

Optimized PBE 11.429 4.709 6 f 2.398 0.54 −0.27 0.63 1.2 0.96

6 f 3.471 0.18 0.62 0.09

3e 3.546 0.16 0.53 0.06

6 f 4.152 0.13 0.24 0.03

rev-vdW-DF2 11.472 4.497 6 f 2.381 0.54 −0.31 0.65 1.4 0.94

6 f 3.450 0.18 0.65 0.09

3e 3.505 0.16 0.57 0.07

6 f 4.019 0.14 0.30 0.04

calculations of the electronic band structure were per-

formed twice — with experimental values of the lattice

parameters [25] and with optimized lattice parameters

obtained using the procedure available in the WIEN2k

computer software package. According to Hamada’s

article [33], Beke’s improved exchange functional B86R

(B86 — Beke’s original exchange functional [52]) was

chosen as the exchange energy Ex , and short-range LDA

correlations — as the correlation energy. The Van der

Waals forces were described in [33] using the nonlocal long-

range correlation functional vdW-DF2 [53]. Charge density

distributions in rhombohedral Se obtained after calculations

of the electronic band structure were analyzed using the

program CRITIC2 [35]. The characteristics of BCPs in

rhombohedral Se are presented in Table 4. In particular,

Table 4 shows: types of exchange-correlation functionals

used in calculations, lattice parameters (experimental or

optimized), high symmetry positions occupied by BCPs in

the crystal lattice, interatomic distances d between bound

atoms, calculated Bader characteristics of BCPs (ratio of

the main values of the Hesse matrix |λ1,2|/λ3, laplacian

value ∇2ρb, charge density in BCPs ρb), flatness f and

molecularity µ.

Comparison of the Bader parameters of BCPs for rhom-

bohedral Se, given in Table. 2 and 4, shows that the

choice of the type of exchange-correlation functional for

calculations of the electronic structure has a noticeable effect

only on the value of the Laplacian of the charge density

∇2ρb for BCPs of the first type, while the other two Bader

parameters (the ratio of the main eigenvalues of the Hesse

matrix |λ1,2|/λ3 and the charge density ρb), which determine

the type of chemical bond in crystals, change slightly for

BCPs of all types, including, taking into account the Van

der Waals forces. Thus, it can be concluded that taking into

account the Van der Waals forces does not change the types

of chemical bonds in rhombohedral Se, as well as in trigonal

Se [19]. This conclusion coincides with the remark made

in [20]:
”
The nonlocal vdW potential has only a very small

effect on the charge density and electronic structure and,

consequently, is essential only for calculating the forces“.

4. Discussion

To classify the types of chemical bonds in molecular

chalcogen crystals, we will analyze the data presented in

Tables 2, 3 and in Fig. 2, considering the peculiarities in the

distribution of charge density in substances studied by us in

the articles [18,19,51,54,55].

Rhombohedral Se and S have a greater number of BCPs

types compared to trigonal Se and Te, are characterized by

higher values of the BCPs numbers per atom, Nat, and the

molecularity µ, as well as a smaller flatness of the charge

density distribution f . Bader parameters of BCPs, values

ELF η(rb) and the pattern of charge density distribution in

BCPs areas in rhombohedral Se, shown in Fig. 2, indicate

the similarity of the characteristics of the first two types

of BCPs in rhombohedral and trigonal Se. The third and

fourth types of BCPs in rhombohedral Se, which provide

a connection between six-branched rings of atoms, have

significantly lower values of ρb than the first two types

of BCPs, as well as almost zero values of η(rb). Taking

into account the fact that Nat in rhombohedral Se is greater

than the number of valence electrons in the Se atom, it can

be assumed that in rhombohedral Se there is another type

of chemical bond characterized by the possibility of charge

density fluctuations. As an example of such a chemical

bonding mechanism, we can point to a recently proposed

mechanism involving charge density fluctuations, the so-

called
”
charge-shift bonding“ [56,57]. Thus, three types
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of chemical bonds coexist in rhombohedral Se: covalent

(BCPs of the first type), semi-metallic (BCPs of the second

type) and fluctuating (BCPs of the third and fourth types).
A similar classification of BCPs types can be applied to

the monoclinic α-Se, in which the structural units are eight-

branched rings of Se atoms.

Calculations of the electronic band structure of the

rhombohedral S were performed in [58] using the self-

consistent method of the extended linearized augmented

plane wave (ELAPW) and the exchange-correlation poten-

tial LDA. Consequently, the DOS picture for rhombohe-

dral S in [58] is only in qualitative agreement with the data

for rhombohedral S presented in Fig. 1. For example, the

energy gap in [58] has about 30% lower value compared

to the one obtained in this paper, which is a well-known

disadvantage of LDA. A similar value of the energy gap

in the orthorhombic α-S, reduced by 30% compared to the

experimental and found by us, was obtained in the work [12]
when calculating the electronic structure by the method of

a full-potential linearized augmented plane wave (FLAPW)
and using the exchange-correlation PBE functional.

Sulfur has a large number of allotropic modifications —
polymer chains and molecular crystals consisting of rings

with a number of links from 6 to 20 [59]. All molecular

crystals have low symmetry: rhombohedral, orthorhombic,

monoclinic, triclinic [59]. As follows from our analysis

(see Table. 2 and 3), the charge density distribution in

chalcogen crystals with low symmetry is characterized by

the number of BCPs per atom exceeding the number of

valence electrons in the atom, which can lead to charge

density fluctuations. On the other hand, the degree of

covalence of BCPs of the first type in rhombohedral and

orthorhombic S is significantly higher than in trigonal,

rhombohedral and monoclinic Se. Special attention is drawn

to the very large values of ∇2ρb, ρb and η(rb) in BCPs,

which connect atoms in six- and eight-branched rings of

sulfur molecular crystals. At the same time, the parameters

of other types of BCPs in rhombohedral and orthorhombic

sulfur, which provide connections between neighboring

rings, have lower values compared to the corresponding

parameters of allotropic modifications of Se. The above

assumption about the coexistence of three types of chemical

bonds in rhombohedral and monoclinic Se can also be

applied to rhombohedral and orthorhombic sulfur.

Our analysis of the charge density distribution features

in Se and S molecular crystals did not reveal the presence

of any other BCPs inside the rings of atoms, except for

BCPs of the first type, which is consistent with the results

of quantum chemical calculations for large rings of Se

and S [60] atoms, as well as with experimental studies

of the charge density distribution in the orthorhombic α-S,

performed by X-ray and neutron scattering methods [59].
We note that recent studies of high-temperature super-

conductors (HTS) by the method of resonant inelastic

X-ray scattering (RIXS) [61] have revealed the presence

of dynamic short-range charge density fluctuations with a

characteristic energy of the order of several meV in almost

all families of HTS. A possible reason for the occurrence

of such fluctuations in charge density can be found earlier

in bismuth and antimony chalcogenides [51], as well as in

unusual (including HTS) superconductors [55] a feature of

the nature of the chemical bond — the total number of

BCPs per atom exceeds the number of valence electrons

in the atom. Since we have also found this feature in the

chemical bond in chalcogen molecular crystals, it would be

desirable to study them by the RIXS method in order to

experimentally search for the presence of charge density

fluctuations in them.

5. Conclusions

The analysis of the charge density distribution in rhom-

bohedral Se and S, monoclinic α-Se and orthorhombic

α-S showed that valences - and low-energy pl-electrons

contribute almost equally to the charge density of BCPs

binding the nearest neighboring atoms, while low-lying pl-

and overlying pu-electrons provide a bond between the rings

of Se and S atoms in molecular crystals. In addition to

the covalent and semi-metallic types of chemical bonds

realized in trigonal Se and Te, there also appears to be

a third type of chemical bond in chalcogen molecular

crystals, which is characterized by the possibility of charge

density fluctuations. Van der Waals forces in molecular

chalcogen crystals contribute to the equilibrium values of

the crystal lattice parameters, but have little effect on the

BCPs parameters that determine the type of chemical bond.
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